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We have to start to teach our kids slowly
the means to overcome the disapproval in
the society against the children suffering
from ADHD type of disorders.
It takes more than just being a Good
Parent to ensure the happiness of your
child and to be sure if he or she is all set
for today and tomorrow specially if
suffering from ADHD.
Usually most parents are considered good
with regards to their kids; however when
it comes to this disorder “Good” is not
good enough. It requires you to be an
excellent parent to create an ideal place
for your kid to grow at home.
Now here is the good news, for you to
move from being “Good “to an “Excellent”
parent it only takes a few delicate changes
to the way of parenting you prefer
specifically with regards to your way of
interaction with your kid.

1. Acceptance is the Key

It’s probably quite possible that your
kid may sense your parent’s
resentment and not so positive outlook
towards his future prospects. At the
same time it will surely be not easy for
you to accept the fact that not
everything is “fine “with your kid. All
this coupled its less likely for the kid to
develop self-esteem and a good spirit
for a happy life ahead.
At CAPAAR, Best Doctors for Autism in
Bangalore says that Parents confidence
on their child’s abilities no matter
what, is critical for the kid to have a
sense of belonging and supported.

The minute parents start focusing on
the positives in the ADHD being like
gifted with lot of energy, creativity and
similar skills they will be able to see
tremendous hope in their child
irrespective of all odds.
Do your best to love your child
unconditionally. Treat him as if he is
already the person you would like him
to be. That will help him become that
person.

2. Don’t Let Negative Remarks
Deter Your Efforts To Make His
Life Good

It surely is not a good feeling to hear
from the school things like your child is
slow or not at par with his peers. Just
ensure not to let such aspects stop you
from doing the best you can within
your capacity for his education as it’s
also a fact that children with ADHD can
succeed if they get the right care.
Things fall in place when parents
understand that their child’s mind work
in a different way and all doors are open
for him to learn things and succeed in
life just like any other kid out there. Our
Dr. P. Sumitha Hemavathy(PT) the Best
Doctor for ADHD in Bangalore says that
the learning environment probably
needs to be a regulated one to cater to
the special needs, that being the only
difference.

3. Medication Is Important But His
Own Efforts In Overcoming It Is
The Ultimate Solution

Undoubtedly medication does play and
important part in treating children
with ADHD and it does make a
difference in shaping their behaviour
right. But it must be understood that
the child should feel his own good
behaviour and efforts towards it are
equally critical.
Compulsion by means of even the
slightest form of threatening should be
avoided specially when it comes to
ensuring daily medication by creating
an environment that makes them feel
their behaviour need not always be
controlled by external factors alone and
they are capable of managing it
themselves no matter how limited it can
be.

4. Make Sure You Should Know
The Difference Between
Discipline And Punishment

The notion of parents using Discipline
and Punishment interchangeably can
have a confusing and severe impact on
children. Discipline involves making the
child understand the difference
between appropriate and unacceptable
behaviors. And is certainly preferred
over punishment – as the latter should
be used as the last resort ensuring no
physical abuse.
Best Centre for Autism Treatment in
Bangalore |CAPAAR’s well designed
behavior modification programmes
have helped several children
scientifically in this regard.

5. Avoid Punishment If The
Behavior Is Involuntary
In Nature

We must understand the child with
ADHD may not oblige what’s being told
not because he is defiant, but because of
the involuntary distraction from the
task at hand. As the name itself suggests
it’s the primary symptom of ADHD –
Attention Disorder.
And choosing punishment option in
here makes things worse and gradually
he becomes completely non-responsive
which in turn makes your relation with
him suffer.
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